you buy MORE than an engagement ring

The making of a diamond ring; the harmonious merging of a gem and its setting to just the right of the finger tips of one's beloved. The symbol of lasting love and friendship which defines deep this tradition and bears the ancient имени of love you cannot share, in the full, completely. The symbol of a ring is often, more than just a symbol of love, but matter far more profound. And of course, an engagement ring, although you may not see it in the eyes of the day of the engagement, the ring is often MORE than an engagement ring, the ring is often a testament of the love that can be given, the love that is given, the love that is given. — a heritage from a thousand years of jeweler craft, craftsmanship are proud of their traditions.

SHEPPARDS
JEWELLERS, 71 Rundle St., ADELAIDE.

SELF-EMPLOYED PERSONS/ PRIMARY PRODUCERS!
Start off RIGHT this July with the
TAXATION CASH BOOK

In THE COUNTY of South Australia}

MAIL SALES COMPANY, LAKEHURST, N.S.W.

FARMERS! Here is SENSATIONAL TRACTOR NEWS

THE BRITISH MARSHALL

DIESEL FARM TRACTOR

The amazing new British Marshall has fewer wearing parts than any other tractor ever built! This "mighty motor" has a single cylinder, operates on Diesel fuel, and will pull a 30-ton Combine on less than a gallon of fuel per hour! Starting is easy, sure, instantaneous—no time-wasting cranks! This "poker size" work unit bridges the gap to atomic power! The sensational British Marshall tractor is available to you... now!

Regular shipments are arriving. See us at your local Chrysler-Dodge dealer and get your name on the priority list QUICKLY.

CITY TRACTORS LTD.
106 FRANKLIN STREET, ADELAIDE
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